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Oh{LII{E CELEBRATION OF THE NATIONAL INVtrNTOR'S WBEK 2O2T- OUTSTANDING PTIILIPPII{E
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To: Educatron Program Supen'isors
Public Schools District Supervisor
Private and Public Elementary and Secondary School Heads

l. The Filipino lnventors Socrety Inc rvill celebrate the 66tr'Edition of the National hventors Week 202i-
Outstanding Philippine lnnovation Revoiution (I$IW'-OPHIR) thrargh the platfcrms with the thsme. "Pitching
lnnovative Products rn the Marketplace through Spergrzed Partrerships." &om November l5-19,2021 .

2. This office is mvitrng everyone to participate in the various competitions that wiil showcase the creative and
innovative taients of partrcipants.

3. Attached is the communicatton lor more information,

4. lmmediate and wide dissemination of this Memorandum to all concerned is desired.
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Good Day!

This is Maria Cristina n. nogoy, secretary of Mr. Valenzuela. This is to follow up your entries for the National lnventors
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event. To give you glimpse of upcoming National lnventors Week 2021.

Attached are the registration form, mechanics, teaser and approved DepEd Advisory of the upcoming event.
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Very truly yours,

Sonny D. Valenzuela
School Principal
Timoteo Paez lntegrated School
landline 8 63817M I mobile 09190069780
fb account: sonny dizon valenzuela



Advisory No. 059, s. 2021 

September 30, 2021 
In compliance with DepEd Order (DO) No. 8, s. 2013 

This advisory is issued not for endorsement per DO 28, s. 2001, 

but only for the information of DepEd officials, 
personnel/staff, as well as the concerned public. 

(Visit www.deped.gov.ph) 
 

ONLINE CELEBRATION OF THE NATIONAL INVENTORS’ WEEK 2021-OUTSTANDING 
PHILIPPINE INNOVATION REVOLUTION 

 

  The Filipino Inventors Society Inc. will celebrate the 66th Edition of the National 
Inventors Week 2021 - Outstanding Philippine Innovation Revolution (NIW-OPHIR) through 

online platforms with the theme, “Pitching Innovative Products in the Marketplace Through 
Synergized Partnerships", from November 15 to 19, 2021.  
 

  The event includes various competitions that will showcase the creative and 

innovative talents of participants in the following categories: 
 

1. Outstanding Invention (Gawad Teo Purugganan); 
2. Outstanding Utility Model (Gawad Pastor-Reyes-Torres); 

3. Outstanding Industrial Design (Gawad Dalmacio Buenaventura); 
4. Pending Patent (Gawad Manuel G. Goyena); 
5. Student Creative Research (Gawad Gregorio Y. Zara); 

6. Book Salon Competition (Gawad Sergio Bayan); 
7. Visual Arts Competition (Gawad Diosdado Banatao); 

8. Innovation/Invention/Song Writing Composition (Gawad Roberto del 
Rosario); 

9.  Inventalino Contest (Gawad Jose P. Rizal); 
10. Outstanding Natural Medicine (Gawad Patrocinio Valenzuela); 
11. Outstanding Indigenous Products (Gawad Panday Pira); 

12. Outstanding Business Incubation (Gawad Dr. Juan Salcedo Jr.); and 
13. Outstanding Invention/Innovation Vlogger (Gawad Manuel P. Manahan). 

  

  The 2021 NIW-OPHIR may be participated by all K to 12 learners, teachers, and 

school personnel from public and private schools nationwide. 
 

  Participation of public and private schools shall be subject to the no-disruption-of 
classes policy stipulated in DepEd Order (DO) No. 9, s. 2005 titled “Instituting Measures to 

Increase Engaged Time-on-Task and Ensuring Compliance Therewith”, and the policy on 
off-campus activities stated in DO 66, s. 2017. This is also subject to the no-collection policy 
as stated in Section 3 of Republic Act No. 5546 also known as “An Act to Further Amend 

Republic Act Numbered Four Thousand Two Hundred Six Entitled an Act Prohibiting the 
Collection of Contributions from School Children of Public Primary, Intermediate and High 

Schools.” 
 

  For more information, please contact: 
 

    Inv. Sonny D. Valenzuela and Inv. Ishmael Fortunado 
    Chair Committee on 2021 Youth Invention Contest 

    Filipino Inventors Society Inc. 
    UPLB Mathematical Sciences Society 

 Email Addresses:  sdvchem@yahoo.com and          
nationalinventorsweek2021@gmail.com 

    Mobile Phone Number: 0919-006-9780 

    Website: www.fis.com.ph 
 
 

JDMC/SMMA/APA/MPC, DA Celebration of the 2021 National Inventors Week 
0247 – September 3/21, 2021 

http://www.deped.gov.ph/
mailto:sdvchem@yahoo.com


Contestant Registration to the National
Inventors Week (NIW) 2021
This registration form is for those who are joining as a CONTESTANT during the NIW 2021. If
you are attending as a VIEWER / OBSERVER, use this form instead:
https://bit.ly/NIW2021attendee

This year's celebration is a 5-day event which would include webinars and invention contests in
thirteen (13) categories. It aims to showcase the inventions and creative masterpieces of
Filipino inventors as well as young student inventors from various schools.

Title: (OPHIR) Outstanding Philippine Innovation Revolution
Theme: “Pitching Innovative Products to the Marketplace through Synergized Partnership”
Dates: November 15 to 19, 2021
Eligibility: Open to all Filipino inventors, designers, makers, students, teachers, & researchers
currently living in the Philippines.

DEADLINE OF SUBMISSION FOR ALL ENTRIES: October 31, 2021.

The organizers of NIW 2021 respect your right to privacy and is committed to protect the
confidentiality of your personal information. By filling up this form you are consenting to the
collection, processing and use of the
information for the purposes of monitoring contest entries & communication on matters
relating to NIW activities.

* Required

1. 2. 3.

First

Name *

Last

Name *

Email *



4. 5.

Mobile number
(optional)

Age group: *

Mark only one
oval.

Under 12 years
old

12-17 years old

18-24 years old

25-34 years old

35-44 years old

45-54 years old

55-64 years old

65-74 years old

75 years or older

6.
Region *

Mark only one oval.

National Capital Region (NCR)

Cordillera Administrative Region (CAR)

Ilocos Region (Region I)

Cagayan Valley (Region II)

Central Luzon (Region III)

Calabarzon (Region IV-A)

Mimaropa (Southwestern Tagalog Region)

Bicol Region (Region V)

Western Visayas (Region VI)

Central Visayas (Region VII)

Eastern Visayas (Region VIII)

Zamboanga Peninsula (Region IX)

Northern Mindanao (Region X)

Davao Region (Region XI)

Soccsksargen (Region XII)

Caraga (Region XIII)

Bangsamoro (BARMM)



7.
Province: *

8.
Gender *

Mark only one oval.

Female

Male

Prefer not to say

9.
What are you registering for? *
You can only choose (1) one contest category for (1) invention/product. The same product cannot be submitted
for consideration of another contest category. However, an inventor/creator can submit multiple entries for each
category.

Mark only one oval.

Invention Contests (patent, utility model, industrial design, natural medicine, indigenous
products, & student research) Skip to question 10

Book Salon Competition Skip to question 11

Visual Arts Competition Skip to question 19

Song Writing Competition Skip to question 23

INVENTALINO - Quiz Contest Skip to question 28

Business Incubation Contest Skip to question 34

Vlogging Contest Skip to question 40

Innovation / Invention Categories
You can only choose (1) one contest category for (1)

invention/product. The same product cannot be
submitted for consideration of another contest category.
If you have another invention, please submit another
response form. Not sure which category you belong to?
Feel free to contact us at:
nationalinventorsweek2021@gmail.com

10.
Which award category are you submi�ing for? *

Mark only one oval.



Patent / Invention (major) Skip to question 44

Utility Model (major) Skip to question 52

Industrial Design (major) Skip to question 59

Pending Patent Skip to question 76

Natural Medicine Skip to question 66

Indigenous Product Skip to question 71

Student Research Skip to question 82

The Gawad Sergio Bayan - Book salon competition is an opportunity to exhibit high
quality publications. This is open to all authors, book writers and academicians who
have published books and/or journals within the period of 2017-2021related to

inventions, innovations, creative research, science education and entrepreneurship. It can
be technical-scientific, artistic and literary. For registration we require: Authors,
title, Publishing House, ISBN, page numbers and year until October 01, 2021. One print
volume is required if not available online (copy will be donated to FIS).

Book Salon Competition
The jury will evaluate and award the most valuable books
and journals published in the last 4 years.

Judgment shall be based on the following:
Novelty and Design…..……………………………. 30%
Usefulness………………………….………………… 30%
Market Opportunities...……………………………. 20%
Social and Economic Impact…..…………………20%

TOTAL 100%

11. 12.

Publishing

House *

Author/s: *

13.
Title: *



14.
ISBN *

15.
Year *

16.
Pages *

17.
Abstract / Summary *

18.
Link to published work: (write NA if will be submi�ing hardcopy) *
Your entry will not be considered if NO copy (either online or printed) is submitted.

Hardcopy submission:
One print volume is required if your published work is not available online (copy will be donated to FIS). Please send it to:

Filipino Inventors Society, Inc.
TAPI Building DOST Compound,
General Santos Avenue, Bicutan,
Taguig, Metro Manila, Philippines



Secretariat:
Ms. Rechell Olan (0919-682-1325)
Ms. Joyce Ann De Jesus (0929-159-2595)

(Sender must shoulder delivery expenses)

Skip to question 99

The Gawad Diosdado Banatao - Visual Arts Competition is open to all artists, graphic
artists, individuals who can draw, create, make any visual arts that depict or promote
invention, creative innovation, and entrepreneurship. This can also be in the form of

logo, brand, trademark and other related concepts.

Contestants are required to upload a copy of their work and also make a five (3-5)
minute promotional video presentation. (How to upload a video on google drive and

Visual A�s Competition
copy the link:
https://youtu.be/Cd9x5lPACB8)

Judging criteria shall be based on the
following: Originality and
Creativity…………………………………………..30%

Commercial
Potential………………………………………………30%
Relevance to the
theme………………………………………….. 20%
Presentation and
Demonstration…………………………………20%
TOTAL 100%

19.
Link to video presentation: *
Video must be 3-5 minutes long (landscape mode) presenting the artwork, its inspiration, and how it promotes
creative innovation & entrepreneurship (can be Filipino or English). Kindly upload the file in your drive (view
tutorial here: https://youtu.be/Cd9x5lPACB8) and provide us a link below. Note that your entry will not be
considered for the award if you fail to submit a video presentation.

20.
Copy of visual a�: *
Kindly upload the file here: (up to 10MB only)

Files submitted:



21. 22.

Name of

A�ist/s: *

Title of

work: *

Skip to question 99

Song

Writing

Competition
The Gawad Roberto Del Rosario is open to any individual
or group who has composed an original song/music
promoting invention, innovation, creativity and
entrepreneurship.

Judgement shall be based on the following;
Originality and Creativity…………………………………………..30%
Music and Melody,,,,,,………………………………………………30%
Relevance to the theme………………………………………….. 20%
Presentation and Demonstration…………………………………20%



TOTAL 100%

Contestants are required to upload a copy of their work
and also make a five (3-5) minute promotional video
presentation. (How to upload a video on google drive and
copy the link: https://youtu.be/Cd9x5lPACB8)

23.
Link to video presentation: *
The video presentation must be 2-3 minutes long (landscape mode) presenting the inspiration behind the song,
and how it promotes creative innovation & entrepreneurship (can be Filipino or English). Kindly upload the file in
your drive (view tutorial here: https://youtu.be/Cd9x5lPACB8) and provide us a link below. Note that your entry will
not be considered for the award if you fail to submit a video presentation.

24.
Copy of song: *
Kindly upload the song in Mp3 format here: (up to 10MB only)

Files submitted:
25.

26. 27.

Name of A�ist/s: (include
band name if applicable) *

Title of song: *

Lyrics: *



Skip to question 99

INVENTALINO - Quiz bee
The contest is a quiz bee on science, technology and

general information related to inventions and discoveries
intended for a group of students from selected high
school and college institutions.

Date Time Category
November 17 9:00-10:30 High School Level November 17
10:30-12:00 College Level

How to join:
To participate, official representatives of competing
schools must register its team composed of two (2)
students. They will need to submit the following
requirements to qualify in the contest.
1. School ID’s of students
2. Certification of the registrar or principal/dean that
participating students are currently enrolled either in
primary, secondary or tertiary levels.

28.
Required Documents (in PDF format) *
Upload a copy of (2) student IDs + registrar/principal/dean's certification saved in PDF / Image format.
Kindly upload the files below: (Please limit documents to total of 10MB only)

Files submitted:

29.
Name of School *

30.
Name of Student Contestant 1: *

31.
Grade / Year & Course *

32.



Name of Student Contestant 2: *

33.
Grade / Year & Course *

Skip to question 99

Business Incubation Contest
The Gawad Dr. Juan Salcedo, Jr. or the Outstanding
Business Incubation Award will majorly focus on
selecting a start-up business that its developers believe
to have high potential in that they: Have a product or
service that is based on technological knowledge; are
likely to achieve significant growth in three years, in
terms of sales and number of employees; and

demonstrate considerable export potential.

Eligibility: Must be a Filipino-owned startup, operating at
a minimum of 3 years, and a maximum of 5 years.

Contestants are required to make a 3-5 minute
promotional video presentation of their startup. (How to
upload a video on google drive and copy the link:
https://youtu.be/Cd9x5lPACB8)

Judgement shall be based on the following:
Incubation Timeline from Start to Present...40%
Clarity of Commercialization Strategy......30%
Team Quality & Composition ...................20%
Presentation and Documentation.............10%

34.
Link to Video Presentation: *
Video must be 3-5 minutes long (landscape mode, can be English or Filipino). You should present what your
business is about, your products, how the business started and where is it now, what is your business strategy to
earn, and who is your core team (you could mention their achievements). Kindly upload the file in your drive (view
tutorial here: https://youtu.be/Cd9x5lPACB8) and provide us a link below. Note that your entry will not be
considered for the award if you fail to submit a video presentation.

35.
Business Registration Documents: *
We will need either SEC or DTI Registration. Kindly upload your proof of business registration below in PDF /
Image format: (up to 10MB only)

Files submitted:



36.
Name of Sta�up: *

37. 38.

Area of Classi�cation: *

Mark only one oval.

Environment-Pollution Control

Energy and sustainable development

Agriculture and Food industry

Medicine-Health Care-cosmetics

Industrial and laboratory equipment



Mechanical engineering-Metallurgy

Buildings and Materials

Aviation, car industry and transportation Chemical and Textile Industry

Information Technology and Communication Printing and Advertising

Safety, protection and rescue of people Sports, Games and Leisure

Education

Innovative Research

Other

Description of Business / Value Proposition *
39.

List all products & services that you o�er: *

Skip to question 99

This contest is open to all Vloggers who will promote the OPHIR-NIW 2021 event especially
Vlogging Contest
its different programs and activities globally. The

selection process will be based on the number of
viewers, likes ,comments and shares.

40. 41.

42. 43.

Name of Vlogger *



Summary / Description of
Vlogger *

Link to Vlogger's social
media 1 *

This will be the primary channel that
the judges will review.

Link to Vlogger's social

media 2 (optional) This will

only be reviewed as a support to the

primary channel.

Skip to question 99

Search for Outstanding Patented

Invention
The Gawad Pastor Reyes-Torres or Outstanding Patented
Invention Award is open to Filipino Inventors, makers,
designers and creative researchers residing in the
Philippines.

Eligibility: covered by a patent granted by the Intellectual
Property Office of the Philippines (IPOPHIL).

Criteria for Judging:
Novelty/Inventive step/ Ingenuity………………………………. 40%
Utility/commercial potential……………………………………….. 30%
Readiness for Commercialization/Degree of
Development..20% Presentation and
Demonstration…………………………………10%

TOTAL 100%

The contestant shall submit a 3-5 minute video
presentation and soft copy of proof of IP protection. (How
to upload a video on google drive and copy the link:
https://youtu.be/Cd9x5lPACB8)

Zoom links will be provided to contestants to present
his/her entry for interview by NIW2021 selection
committee.

Shortlisted contestants should be available at the contest
event platform to make a presentation to the Panel of
Judges on November 18, 2021.



44.
Link to video presentation *
Video must be 3-5 minutes long (can be Filipino or English). The video must showcase how your patent is
unique, useful, has commercial potential, and is ready for commercialization. Kindly upload the file in your drive
(view tutorial here: https://youtu.be/Cd9x5lPACB8) and provide us a link below. Note that your entry will not be
considered for the award if you fail to submit a video presentation.

45.
[Optional]: Photos of the invention in multiple angles. (Image format, can upload 10
photos up to 10MB each)

Files submitted:

46.
Copy of Patent Document (PDF / Image format, up to 10MB only) *

Files submitted:

47.
Patent No. *

48.

49.

50. 51.

Name of Patent
Holder/s: *



Name of Inventor/s: *

Name of invention: *

Summary / Description
of the Invention: *

Skip to question 99

Search for Outstanding Utility Model
The Gawad Pastor Reyes-Torres or Outstanding Utility
Model Award is open to Filipino Inventors, makers,
designers and creative researchers residing in the
Philippines.

Eligibility: covered by utility model still in force, granted by

the Intellectual Property Office of the Philippines
(IPOPHIL).

Criteria for judging:
Significant Advantage…………………………………………….. 40%
Utility and Commercial Potential…………………………………. 30%
Degree of Development………………………………………….. 20%
Presentation and Demonstration………………………………… 10%



TOTAL 100%

The contestants are required to submit a 3-5 minute video
presentation (How to upload a video on google drive and
copy the link: https://youtu.be/Cd9x5lPACB8) and soft
copy of proof of IP protection. Zoom links will be provided
to contestants to present his/her entry for interview with
the NIW2021 selection committee.

Shortlisted contestants should be available at the contest
event platform to make a presentation to the Panel of
Judges on November 18, 2021.

52.
Link to video presentation: *
Video must be 3-5 minutes long (can be Filipino or English). You must show the advantages of your UM, its
usability and commercial potential, and showcase how developed your UM is. Kindly upload the file in your drive
(view tutorial here: https://youtu.be/Cd9x5lPACB8) and provide us a link below. Note that your entry will not be
considered for the award if you fail to submit a video presentation.

53.
[Optional]: Photos of the invention in multiple angles. (Image format, can upload
many photos up to 10MB each)

Files submitted:

54.
Copy of Utility Model Document (PDF / Image format, up to 10MB only) *

Files submitted:

55.
Utility Model No.: *

56. 57.

58.
Name of Utility



Model: *

Name of Holder/s of

Utility Model: *

Summary /

Description of the

UM: *

Skip to question 99



Search for

Outstanding Industrial

Design
The Gawad Dalmacio Buenaventura or Outstanding
Industrial Design Award is open to Filipino Inventors,
makers, designers and creative researchers residing in the
Philippines.

Eligibility: covered by industrial design still in force,
granted by the Intellectual Property Office of the
Philippines (IPOPHIL).

Criteria for judging:
Ornamentality and Aesthetics…………………………………… 30%
Uniqueness…………………………………………………………… 25%
Commercial Potential…………………………………………………. 35%
Presentation and Demonstration………………………………… 10%

TOTAL 100%

The contestant shall submit a 3-5 minute video
presentation (How to upload a video on google drive and
copy the link: https://youtu.be/Cd9x5lPACB8)and soft
copy of proof of IP protection. Zoom links will be provided
to contestants to present his/her entry for interview by
NIW2021 selection committee.

Shortlisted contestants should be available at the contest
event platform to make a presentation to the Panel of
Judges on November 18, 2021.

59.
Link to Video Presentation: *
Video must be 3-5 minutes long (can be Filipino or English). It should showcase the ornamentality and design of
the ID, its uniqueness, and commercial potential. Kindly upload the file in your drive (view tutorial here:
https://youtu.be/Cd9x5lPACB8) and provide us a link below. Note that your entry will not be considered for the
award if you fail to submit a video presentation.

60.
[Optional]: Photos of the invention in multiple angles. (Image format, can upload 10
photos up to 10MB each)

Files submitted:

61.
Copy of Industrial Design Document (PDF / Image format, up to 10MB only) *

Files submitted:

62.



Industrial Design No.: *

63.
Title of Industrial Design: *

64.
Name of Industrial Design holder/s: *

65.
Summary /

Description of the
design: *

Skip to question 99

Search for

Outstanding Natural

Medicine
This contest is open to all herbal and marine-derived
products that have curative properties. This includes
herbs, herbal materials, other plant materials or
combinations thereof. It may contain, by tradition, natural
organic or inorganic active ingredients that are not plant
origin (e.g. animal and mineral materials It can be in the
form of ointment, liniment, balms, tablets, syrups,
supplements and the other acceptable natural remedies.

CRITERIA FOR Natural Medicine:
Shoot a 3-5 minute video presentation of clients’

testimony (picture/illustration-before and after using the
product). Include in the video the UNIQUENESS OF THE
PRODUCT compared to the existing product in the market,
and its MARKET POTENTIAL and AFFORDABILITY.

(How to upload a video on google drive and copy the link:
https://youtu.be/Cd9x5lPACB8)

Judgement shall be based on the following;
Originality and Creativity…………………………………………..30%
Commercial Potential………………………………………………30%
Relevance to the theme………………………………………….. 20%
Presentation and Demonstration…………………………………20%

TOTAL 100%



66.
Link to Video Presentation: *
Video must be 3-5 minutes long (can be Filipino or English). You should describe in the video why your medicine is
original and unique, how it will help patients, and its commercial potential. Kindly upload the file in your drive (view
tutorial here: https://youtu.be/Cd9x5lPACB8) and provide us a link below. Note that your entry will not be
considered for the award if you fail to submit a video presentation.

67.
[Optional]: Photos of the product in multiple angles. (Image format, can upload 5
photos up to 10MB each)

Files submitted:
68.

Product owner's name: *

69.
Name of product: *

70.
Summary / Description of the product: *
Include product profile, how this product is unique compared to others in the market, market potential, and
affordability.

Skip to question 99

Search for

Outstanding Indigenous

Product
This contest is open to all handicraft makers, traditional
artists, craftsmen and home workers. The local products
can be in the form of brassware, embroidery, beadwork,



and other artistic creations.

Shoot a 2-3 minute video presentation that will showcase
the product and cultural significance; it should highlight
how you plan to market it and the business plan; (How to
upload a video on google drive and copy the link:
https://youtu.be/Cd9x5lPACB8)

Judgement shall be based on the following;
Originality and Creativity…………………………………………..30%
Commercial Potential………………………………………………30%
Relevance to the theme………………………………………….. 20%
Presentation and Demonstration…………………………………20%

TOTAL 100%

71.
Link to Video Presentation: *
Video must be 2-3 minutes long (can be Filipino or English). You must showcase the product in the video,
mention why your product is unique, and show its commercial potential. Kindly upload the file in your drive (view
tutorial here: https://youtu.be/Cd9x5lPACB8) and provide us a link below. Note that your entry will not be
considered for the award if you fail to submit a video presentation.

72.
[Optional]: Photos of the product in multiple angles. (Image format, can upload 10
photos up to 10MB each)

Files submitted:

73.
Name of Product owner/s: *



74.
Name of product: *

75.
Summary / Description of the product *
Include product profile and cultural significance; explain how you plan to market it and what is your
business plan;

Skip to question 99

Search for Outstanding Patent

pending

Invention
The Gawad Manuel G. Goyena or Outstanding
Patent-pending Invention award is open to any patent
pending or without patent application- inventions, utility
models, industrial designs, devices, products,
chemical/mechanical processes or researches with
demonstrable qualities already commercialized or with
potential commercialization.

Judging criteria:
Originality and Creativity…………………………………………… 30%
Usefulness………………………………………………………………. 30%
Commercial Potential……………………………………………….. 20%
Presentation and Demonstration…………………………………..
20%

TOTAL 100%



Contestants are required to make a 3-5 minute
promotional video presentation, uploaded in a drive and
shared in this form. (How to upload a video on google
drive and copy the link: https://youtu.be/Cd9x5lPACB8)

Zoom links will be provided to contestants to present

his/her entry for interview by NIW2021 selection
committee. Shortlisted contestants should be available at
the contest event platform to make a presentation to the
Panel of Judges on November 18, 2021.

76.
Link to Video Presentation: *
Video must be 3-5 minutes long (can be Filipino or English). You must show the product in the video, mention
why it is unique, how useful it is, and describe its commercial potential. Kindly upload the file in your drive
(view tutorial here: https://youtu.be/Cd9x5lPACB8) and provide us a link below. Note that your entry will not be
considered for the award if you fail to submit a video presentation.

77.
[Optional]: Photos of the product in multiple angles. (Image format, can upload 10
photos up to 10MB each)

Files submitted:

78.
[Optional]: Proof of Patent Pending Application

Files submitted:

79.
Name of entry: *

80. 81.

Name of applicant/s:
*

Summary /
Description of the



entry: *

Skip to question 99

Search for Outstanding Student

Research
This contest is searching for new and innovative
projects/models developed by K-12 learners and college
students. These projects/models should possess
features and characteristics that may have a significant
contribution to the promotion of S&T innovations that are
not contrary to public order, morals, public health, and
welfare.

Eligible under this category are useful machines/gadgets;
products; or process or an improvement of any of the
foregoing; and non-biological and microbiological
processes.

Separate awards shall be given for K-12 and college
levels.

Zoom link will be provided to contestants to make
presentation to the Panel of Judges, shortlisted entries
will be interviewed by judges on November 18, 2021.

Judgment shall be based on the following:
Original and Creativity……………………………. 30%

Potential for Commercialization………………… 30%
Extent of Utility………………………………………. 20%
Presentation and Demonstration…………………20%

TOTAL 100%

Contestants are required to make a 3-5 minute
promotional video presentation, uploaded in google drive
and shared in this form. (How to upload a video on google
drive and copy the link: https://youtu.be/Cd9x5lPACB8)

The Panel of Judges, has the right to declare no winner if
it deems that there is no deserving party.

The decision of the Panel of Judges shall be final and
unappealable. Contestants or their representatives shall
agree to the immunity of the members of the Panel of
Judges, DOST, TAPI and their employees from any legal
suit that may arise from or relative to the conduct, results,
etc. of the contest by signing the corresponding waiver at
the end of this form.

82.
Link to Video Presentation: *



Video must be 3-5 minutes long (can be Filipino or English). You must show in the video the invention, mention
why it is unique, what is its commercial potential, and how useful it is to the customers. Kindly upload the file in
your drive (view tutorial here: https://youtu.be/Cd9x5lPACB8) and provide us a link below. Note that your entry
will not be considered for the award if you fail to submit a video presentation.

83.
[Optional]: Photos of the product in multiple angles. (Image format, can upload 10
photos up to 10MB each)

Files submitted:
84.

85. 86.

87. 88. 89. 90.

Endorsement of School

Head: * Can only accept PDF

file.

Files submitted:

Title of Entry: *

Level *

Check all that apply.

Elementary

Junior High School

Senior High School

College

Master

PhD

Name of Student

representative: * Age of



student representative:

* Grade level / Year &

Course of student: *

Email address of

student representative:

*

91.
If submi�ing as a group, upload group registration form here: (optional)

Download the form found on: www.shorturl.at/kHJRZ fill out and upload below. Accepted files can be in Word
or PDF: (maximum of 1MB)

Files submitted:

92.
Name of School: *

93.
School Address: *

94.
School's Contact Number: *

95.



Name of Trainor/s or Advisor/s: *

96.
Has the entry been pa� of a contest before? If yes, where and when? (If no, write
NA) *

97.
Has the entry won any major prize (i.e. 1st, 2nd, and 3rd prize) in Outstanding
Student Creative Research in the past? If yes, please specify. (If none, write NA) *

98.
Summary / Description of Entry: *
Please provide detailed information/description of entry (may include the technological and economic
advantages of the entry over existing similar products, devices, machines or processes). Please indicate
approximate size/dimensions of working model/prototype/products.

You're almost there! Make sure you've reviewed your previous entries before clicking

Submit Entry
'SUBMIT'. You will no longer be able to edit your work
after submission. Entries which require further

submission of files will not be considered in the contest
until all requirements have been received by the
organizers.

Waiver & Permission
By clicking on the checkbox below, I/WE HEREBY CERTIFY that the answers given in this google form are true and
correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. Any fraudulent information provided will be ground for disqualification



of the award. I/we am/are aware of all the rules and regulations set forth in the contest.

The Panel of Judges, has the right to declare no winner if it deems that there is no deserving party.

By virtue hereof, I/we shall abide by the decision of the Panel of Judges and hereby waive whatever cause of action of
which I/we have or may hereafter have against the members of the Panel of Judges, the NIW 2021 organizers-- their
employees and members that may arise from or relative to the conduct, results, etc. of the contest.

I/we understand that the Intellectual Property ownership in all my/our submissions still remains with me/us. However,
I/we am/are permitting the NIW2021 organizers to use the video and photo submissions in this form to showcase and
promote my submitted entries in public through flashing it during the NIW2021 event, and as well as including them on
the FIS promotional channels such as its website and magazine.

99.
Do you agree with the
statement above? *

Check all that apply.

I agree.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Forms


